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L INTRODUCTION 

. 

The objective of this report is to provide an introduction to and a discussion of what has 

come to be known as the Fellegi-Holt approach to data editing. We present the basic 

procedures, discuss them , and provide examples to illustrate them. The most salient 

feature of the Fellegi-Holt editing method is that all fields are considered sim ultaniously 

when determining values to change on an edit failing record. This report does not cover 

all the details contained in “A System atic Approach to Automatic Edit and Imputation” 

by L P. Fellegi and D. Holt [ FH] , in particular, it does not contain proofs. We refer 

those interested to the Fellegi-Holt paper for additional technical features of the 

m ethods presented and for an excellent discussion of autom ated data editing. 

In Chapter II we introduce the concept of implied edits and show how implied edits are 

derived both for categorical and continuous data. As will become clear, the implied edits 

are crucial to determine fields to delete on an edit-failing record. In addition, im plied 

edits are valuable in their own right as an aid in the evaluation of editing criteria. 

In Chapter III we show how the implied edits are used to find a set of field values to alter 

on an edit-failing record. It is at this stage of the methodology that one em ploys set 

covering procedures that are widely used in operations research. In Chapter IV we focus 

on the set covering problem in general and then show how it is applied when determining 

fields to delete an edit-failing record. In Chapter V we discuss two programs for editing 

data which are based on the methods outlined in this report. In an Appendix we include 

computer output from a pair of programs that (1) generate implied edits for categorical 

data when provided with a family of explicit edits and (2) deletes fields on edit-failing 

records so that the rem aining fields are m utually consistent. The co m puter print-out in 

the Appendix was generated when these programs were run on examples discussed in the 

body of this report. 

The focus of this report is on m athem atical techniques for error localization. That is, 

procedures for detecting a subset of fields to delete on an edit-failing record such the 

remaining fields are m utually consistent. The subject of imputation is hardly m entioned 

in this report at all. Imputation rules are highly survey-specific and are usually designed 

by subject-matter specialists knowledgeable about the special considerations that must 

be brought to bear for the particular survey under consideration. The crucial point to 

observe, however, is that an overall imputation strategy must take into account edit 

constraints to avoid the imputation of edit-failing values. Imputation is discussed 

in 1 FH ] for categorical data and briefly in the last section of this report in terms of the 

SP EE R System for continuous data under ratio edits. 
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II. DEFINING EXPLICIT EDITS,IMPLIED EDITS, AND CONSISTENT FIELDS 

A. Introduction 

We let a response to a questionnaire having n reponse variables be represented by a 

vector a = (a, ,..., a,>. 
n- 

Let Ai denote the range of values for the ith response variable so 

ae II A.. 
i=l l 

In addition, we sometimes denote the ith response variable by Fi, i=l ,...,n. 

n 
Definition: An e, 2, is a non-em pty subset of II A i , and an edit set, E, is a finite 

n i-l 
collection of edits. If e is an edit and 5 E II Ai , wesaythatafailsediteifa E e . 

ni=l 
(We, em phasize that e is a subset II A i .> We say a response vector 2 = 

n i=l 
(a,,...,a,) E II 

i=l 
Ai is consistent if there does not exist an edit e E E such that 

aE e. 

If 2 = (al,..., a,> e e E E, the response vector 2 is considered invalid or inconsistent. 
n 

The set of response corn binations u e C 
esE 

II Ai consitutes the totality of prohibited 
n i=l 

response vectors. The set II Ai- u e constitutes the set of consistent response 
i=l eaE 

vectors. 

Definition: An edit set E is said to be consistent if there exists at least a single 
n n 

2~ II AisuchthataL (J e. That is, E is consistent if u e # 
i=l eEE ecE 

II Ai . 
111 

An explicit edit set is a finite collection of edits which will be the starting point of our 

edit analysis. These edits are usually furnished by subject-matter specialists 

knowledgable about the survey under consideration and able to explicitly provide families 

of prohibited response combinations. Each elem ent of an explicit edit set is called an 

explicit edit. 
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Definition: Let E be an explicit edit set and f a subset of evEe. If fis not in the set E, 

we say that f is an im plied edit. 

Definition: If f and g are edits we say that: (1) f contains g if g C f (recalling again that 

f and g are both sets), and that (2) f properly contains g if g c f and g # f. If X is an 

arbitrary set of edits and f is an edit in X, we say that the edit f is a m axim al edit with 

respect to X if f is properly contained in no other edit in X. 

In the next two sections we discuss first categorical data and then continuous data, and 

show how edits can be represented, manipulated, and derived. 
* 

B. Categorical Data 

In this section, all data will be assumed to be categorical, and each Ai (the range of 

responses to field Fi) will be a finite set. 

n 
Definition: For categorical data a norm al edit is an edit of the form e = Ii Bi where 

i=l 
Bi C Ai for 1x1)..., n. If Bi # Ai we say the field Fi enters edit e. 

Rem ark: We will assume throughout that the explicit edit set provided by subject-matter 

specialists consists entirely of norm al edits. Since an arbitrary explicit edit set can be 

converted to a set of norm al edits, tNs assumption is not limiting. 
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Example 1: The following example is based on Example 1, in [ FH ] . In this sim ple 

example of edits for categorical data we will have three fields and two explicit edits. 

The fields are: 

Field Name 

Age 

* 

M arital Status 

Relation to Head 

of H ouse hold 

The two explicit edits are: 

{ o-14 ) 

Single 

I I 

Divorced 

Widowed 

Possible Codes 

o-14 

15 + 

Single 

Married 

Divorced 

Widowed 

Separated 

Head 

Spouse 

Other 

edit e, 

and 

edit e7 

and 

Recodes 

1 

2 

2 

3 

Married 

Divorced 

Widowed 

Separated 

{ Spouse } . 
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Note that edits express prohibited response corn binations. Writing these edits in norm al 
3 

form using the recodes and expressing them in the form II 
i=l 

Bi we have: 

e, : 

e2: 

Field F1 

11 I 

Al 

X 

X 

Field F, 

{ &3,4,5 1 

{ 1,394 I 

Field F3 

A3 

121’ 

Note that F,, F2, and F3 represents, respectively, Age, Marital Status, and Relation to 

Head of Household. The presence of A 3 (for exam pie) in the representation of edit e, 

- signifies that field F3 does not enter edit el, that is, edit e, only involves fields F1 

and F2. 

* 

Suppose we have the following three records: 

fit = (72, Widowed, Head) = (2, 4, 1) 

2 = (72, Widowed, Spouse) = (2, 4, 2) 

f3 - (12, Widowed, Spouse) - (1, 4, 2) . 

Note that record cl fails no edits and hence it is consistent. Record fi fails edit e2 and 

record c3 fails both edits e, and e2, hence both of these records are inconsistent and are 

considered invalid. 

Definition: If E is an explicit edit set, consider all implied edits which are of the 
n 

form ll 
i=l 

Bi’ 
where Bi C Ai for i=l,...,n. We call this set of edits the im plied (norm al> 

edit set for E. The elements of the im plied (norm al> edits set are called im plied (norm al> 

edits. 

Remark: We next show how to derive a family of implied normal edits from a given 

family of normal explicit edits. 
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Definition: Let E* = E, M c E*, and k be an integer i s k s n, and for eEE* write 
n 

e= II The implied edit, f, is said to be derived from edit set M with generating 
i=l 

field k if 

n 
f= II 

i=l 
B:, 

where Bf 
i 

=n By 
m&M 

and 

for i # k , 

Let M range over all subsets of E* and k range over aU integers between 1 and n, and 

afte?each derived edit is obtained augment E* by f, (i.e., let E* = E* u {f} >, and 

continue. This process will terminate, and when it doeslet the final E* be denoted by M3 

and call M 3 the derived edit set. Note that E c M3. 

Definition: Let E be an explicit edit set and M 3 the set of derived edits. Let M2 be 

defined to be the subset of M 3 consisting of edits of the following form: 

(a) If fEE, then fsM2. 

n 
(b) If f = II 

i=l 
Br is a derived edit with contributing edits in the set M and 

with generating field k, and if BL # Ak for all edits m in M, then feM2 if 

B; = Ak . Such an edit f is called an essentially new derived edit. 

n n 
Remark: According to the definition in Section A, if f = II Bi and g = II By are 

normal edits, f contains g if By c B: for all i=l 
i=l i=l 

,...,n, and f properly contains g if 

By c Bffor all i=l,...,n and By f Br for some i=l,...,n. Also, if f is a derived edit we 

say that f is a maxim al derived edit if f is properly contained in no other derived edit. 
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Definition: If E is an explicit edit set, we define Ml to be the maxim al edits of M 2, The 

set M, is what Fellegi-Holt defines to be the corn plete set of edits. 

Returning to Exam ple 1 above, by using field F2 as the generating field, we can generate 

the im plied edit, e3: 

Field F1 Field F7 Field F3 

e : 
3 111 x A2 X I21 1 

+ also written as: 

edit e3 
* 

{o-14} and { spouse } . 

This new edit makes explicit a prohibited response corn blnation involving only fields F, 

and F3. ForthIsexample,theset { el, e2, e3 } forms the complete set of edits for 

the explicit edit set { e 1 , e2 } . 

Example 2: The following is a somewhat more lengthy example and one which we will 

return to later. This example is found in [ GA] and the fields are considered only as 

discrete sets. Let the range of fields Fi for I=1 ,...,6 be: 

% =I 192 1 A4 = t 1,2,3,4 / 

A2= i 1,2,3 f A5t t 1,2,3 1 

A3 =I 1,2 I A6 = { 1,2,3,4 1. 

The explicit edits are: 

Field & 4 E-3 

Edit 

01’ % = i1,21 x 11) x 

9: I21 x A2 x I21 x 

s3: Ill x I2,3l x *3 x 

al: Al x Il,31 x A3 x 

es: t21 x A2 X A3 x 

E4 

A4 

I1921 

{ 2,3,4 1 

A4 

ill 

X 4 

X t3*41 

X A6 

X 11s21 

X A6 
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The complete set of derived edits consists of those edits listed below augmented by the 

explicit edit set { e, , e2, e,, e4, es} . 
J 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Edit 

Field 5 

eg: 

w 

eg: 

es: 

Cio: 

Cll’ 

e12: 

a13: 

e14: 

c15: 

e16’ 

Cl? 

‘18: 

E2 

X {2,3) 

X A2 

X 12) 

X I31 

X A2 

X A2 

X A2 

X b,d 

X Il,2) 

X (11 

X 11) 

X h,2) 

X IL31 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

E4 

t21 

A4 

I21 

I21 

i 2,3,41 

I 2.3.41 

(11 

h,2) 

(11 

Ill 

IL21 

I11 

I1,21 

Es 

X A5 

X Il,21 

X Il,21 

X A5 

X h,21 

X A5 

X A5 

X 11,21 

X A5 

X A5 

X Il,21 

X A5 

X A5 

Ifi. 

X Is,41 

X 11,21 

X 13,41 

X h6 

x 4 

X Il,21 

X t1,21 

X 13,41 

X Is,41 

X ‘6 

X A6 

X h6 

X A6’ 

In general, given a derived edit it Is difficult to determine which explicit or previously 

derived edita were em ployed in its derivation. We note In passing that edits e2 and e3 

using generating field F, corn bined to imply edit e@ and edits e5 and e, 3 using 

generating field F5 corn bined to im ply edit e, 4. 

Remark: (F-H) If f is a derived edit, there exists g e Ml (i.e., a maximal derived 

edit) such that g contains f. 

Rem ark: If’ a response vector fails an edit in any one of E, M , , M 2, or M 3, it fail.3 an edit 

in eachof E, Ml, M2, and MS. Wealsoobservethat Ml CM2 CM 
3’ 

C. Continuous Data 

In this section we aasum e Ai equals the set of non-negative real numbers, A, for all 

I-l ,...,n. That is, a = (a, ,..., a, ) is an n-tuple of non-negative rea3s. 
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Definition: A linear inequality edit, e, is the region in A” defined by an inequality of the 

type: 

e: 
i=l 

fix1 >b. 

If fk # 0, we say field k enters edit e. 

Definition: An edit set having M edits, H, is a collection of edits: 

H = { ej 
fi.jXi 

>bj I j=l ,...,M 1. 
i-l 

Remark: Succumbing to a slight abuse of terminology, we will usually refer to the linear 

- inequality 

* 

i=l 
fix1 >b 

as an edit (as opposed solely to the region it determines). Thus, the edit set H is really a 

family of subsets of A” and the region determined by all the edits in H is the union of 

these subsets of A”. 

Definition: The feasible region determined by an edit set H, denoted by T, is defined to 

be: 

T- { x, - (xl,...,xn) E A” 1 ; fijxi I bj for all j-l,...,M ). 
i-l 

Note that the feasible region is the intersection of a family of “hdlf-planes” (really “half- 

hyperplanes”) and hence is a convex region, and in fact, a convex polyhedron in n- 

dim ensional space. Conforming to the definitions in Section A, an edit set H is 

consistent if T is not em pty. A record 2 E A” 5s consistent if 2 E T , otherwise 2i.s said 

to be inconsistent or invalid. 

n 
Remark: Accordingly, if 5 E II A” is a record and e : 

i-l i-l 
fiXi 

> b is an edit, we 

say that: 
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ci) a falls e if: > b, and 

cii) a passes e if: 
i-l 

iai 4 b. 

Thus, a record 2 E A” is said to be consistent if it passes all edits; which is equivalent to 

failing no edits. - 

. Example 3: The following is a simple example of a continuous editing scenario. Suppose 

we have only three fields, A1 = A2 = A3 = A, and we have the following explicit linear 

ineq@ity edits: 

e,: -x1 +2x2 >o 

e2: x1 -4x2 >o 

e3: -2x2 +x3 >o 

e4: x2 -3 >o. 

Suppose also that we have the following three records: 

:, = (800,300,400) 

3 = (800,300,200) 

r3 = (400,300,900). 

Note that record cl fails no edits and hence is consistent. Record fi fails edit e4 and 

record r-3 fails edits e, and e3; hence both of these records are inconsistent 

considered invalid, (neither lies in the feasible region defined by edits el through 

and are 

e4>. 

Rem ark: According to the definition in Section A, if 

f: 
iI,fixi ‘b 

g: Y 
i=l 

f3pi 'C 

are two linear inequality edits, then f contains (respectively, properly contains) g if the 
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region determined by f contains (respectively, properly contains) the region determined 

by g. If the do m ain of each field were R, all reals, rather than all non-negative reals, the 

region determined by 

f: ; fixi ‘b 
i=l 

contains the region determined by 

if and only if there exists an k > 0 such that: 
. 

q = kfi for all 131 ,...,n and 

c’kb. 

In many applications, the domain for each field is the non-negative reals. In such cases 

there are the im plied constraints xi L 0 for all i=l ,...,n, and more care must be 

exercised in determining whether one edit dominates another. 

Definition: Let 

Y filxi ‘bl el: 1-1 

‘b 
2 

be two edits, let k be an integer 1 5 k I n , and suppose f k 1 and f k 2 are non-zero 

and have opposite signs. Letting g k, and g k 2 be the absolute values 

of fkl and fk2 respectively, 

n 

e3: 1-1 ' ('k2'il + fi2gk,)Xi 'gk2bl + gk,b2 

is an edit. Note that the coefficient of xk in e3 is zero, and we define z3 as the 

essentially new edit derived from e, and e2 with generating field k. 
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Remark: As in the categorical case, we can define the set of derived edits based on a 

family of explicit edits E. Let E* = E be an explicit edit set. Consider all pairs of 

ele m ents in E* such that the coefficients of xk have opposite sign and let k range over 

the integers { 1 , . . . , n } . Form an essentially new derived edit, h, as indicated 

above, augment E* by h, (i.e.,let E* = E* U {h} 1, and continue this process. The set 

of implied edits that can be derived in this fashion is referred to as the essentially new 

derived edit set ( as in the categorical case>. In fact, all one really cares about are the 

maxim al essentially new derived edits. 

Example 4: In this example we will use edits having only two fields, and the explicit edit 

set will contain three edits. The explicit edit set consists of: 

. 

e,: -x1 + 2 x2 '10 

e2: x1 + ~~‘10 

e3: 2x1-x2 >lO. 

The derived edits are: 

e4: x2 > 2013 

e5: x2 '10 

e6: xl ' 10 

e7: x1 >20/3. 

We obtained: e4 from e, and e2 with generating field 1, 

e5 from e, and e3 with generating field 1, 

e6 Porn e, and e3 with generating field 2, 

e7 from e2 and e3 with generating field 2. 

Note that edit e5 is contained in edit e4 and that e(j is contained in edit e7. The set of 

maximalessentially new derivededitsis { el , e2, e3, e4, e7} . 
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In general, if f and g are two edits and field k enters both edits with the opposite sign, 

then the derived edit using generating field k wffl form a hyperplane parallel to the 

k-axis. This is mustrated in F-e 1 for Exam ple 4. The edit-failing region for each of 

the explicit edits, { el, e2, e3 1, lies in the direction of the arrow away from the 

corresponding line. That is, the line labeled e, is the line 

-X 
1 

+ 2x = 10. 
2 

The arrow directed above that line is the region 

-X 
1 

+ 2x 
2 

'10. 

Similar considerations hold for each of the im plied edits. In this figure, the shaded area 

is the feasible region (i.e., the region T discussed above). The derived edit e4 

co&&ponds to the area above the broken line through (1 O/3, 2O/3) parallel to the x1 - 

axis, and the edit e5 corresponds to the area above the line through (lo,1 0) parallel to the 

xl-axis. Clearly, the edit failing region determined by e5 is contained in that determined 

by e4, and we can see that e5 is not a maximal edit. Similar considerations apply to edits - 

eg and e7 (not drawn) and one can see that e6 is not m adm al by considering the 

inequalities above. 
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-- 
_ -- - 

x2-axis 
pigurel. 
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III. CHARACTERIZING MINIMAL DELETION SETS 

In Chapter II we discussed detecting the presence of an inconsistent record (with respect 

to an explicit edit set) by observing whether any explicit edits are failed by the record 

under consideration. In general, determining that a record is not consistent does not 

suffice for most applications of editing. One would like to know which fields can be 

changed on an inconsistent record so that the record can be made consistent. The 

obverse question is to ask which fields on a record are them selves m utually consistent. 

Of course, if one could determine which fields it suffices to change on an edit-failing 

record to create a valid record, the remaining fields must be mutually consistent; and 

conversely. 

- In order to answer these related questions one m ust em ploy edits derived from the (user 

supplied) explicit edit set. In the previous chapter, we showed how to derive implied 

edits from an explicit edit set and gave exam pies, both for categorical and continuous 

data: In this chapter we formalize the relation between (1) fields to delete (on an edit- 

failing record) (2) a mutually consistent subset of fields, and (3) the corn plete set of 

edits. 

Definition: Let S c{l ,***, n} and 5 = (a,,...,a, 1. If there exists a consistent record 

b = (b, ,..., bn> such that al = bi for all 1 E S we say that the set of response 

variables {ai jiES is a consistent set of variables for 2. If f al } i ES is a consistent set 

of variables on a record 2, we say that the set { al } i Ls is a deletion set for a. 

Remark: Note that in this definition we relate a consistent set of variables on a record 

and those variables to be changed so that the entire record can be made consistent. A 

deletion set consists of exactly those variables on the record that it suffices to change so 

that the entire record can be made consistent. The remaining variables on a record are 

viewed as (mutually) consistent. 

It might appear that we could have defined a consistent subset of fields on a record to be 

those fields mutually failing no explicit edit. But this is not quite right as the following 

exa m ples show . 

Example 5: Returning to Example 1, consider the record 

c3 = (12, Widowed, Spouse). 
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If we delete the response “Widowed” (namily field F2> from this record, we observe that 

the remaining fields F1 and F3 fail neither of the explicit edits e, or e2. However, there 

is no possible response to the field = M arital StatuzP that can consistently corn plete this 

record if at least one of the fields F, and F3 is not changed. The difficulty is that the 

responses “12 years old” and YSpouse” are not (mutually) consistent. By generating edit 

e3, we see that the corn bination "12 years old” and l’Spousel’ fails this new edit. This 

constraint was implied by edits el and e2 but did not surface until edit e3 was generated. 

Exam ple 6: Returning to Example 2, consider the record 

f=(2,1,1,1,2,1) . 

. 

This record fails the explicit edits e,, e4, and e5. Suppose we were to delete fields F2 

and E5. Note that the remaining four fields fail none of the five explicit edits. Even so, 

the responses 2,1,1 ,l on fields F,, F3, FQ and F6 respectively are not mutually 

consistent. In fact, they fail implied edits: e12, e15, e16, and e17. We note in passing 

that the field values 1,2,1 on fields F 4, F5 and F6 are mutually consistent according to 

the definition above. In fact if we let F, =l F2 = 2 and F3 =2, and allow F4, F5, and F6 

to rem ain as 1,2, and 1, respectively, then we have the following consistent record 

0,2,2,1,2,1) . 

Rem ark: In the two preceeding exam ples we used phraseology stating that a set of fields 

on some record fails no edit or does fail som e edit. In Chapter II, we defined what it - 

means for a record to fail an edit, but made no corresponding definition for a subset of - 

the field values on a record. We hoped a reader could sense the meaning in the context 

above and we now provide a precise defintion. 

n 
Definition: Let 5 = (a,,...,a,) = II 

i-1 
Al be arecord andlet {aijiES be aset.offield 

values on a ,. We say that the set {a i } i Es fails edit, e, if: 

(.i> (for categorical data) 

n 
ale Bi for all le.5 and Al = Bifor all1 L S where e = II 

i-1 
Bi , 
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(u) (for continuous data) 

> c and fi -0forall.i L S wheree: ; fiXi ‘C. 
i-1 

Rem ark: Let 5 = (a,,..., a,> be a record, H a subset of the complete set of edits and 

Qc{ 1 ,...,n I , then 

(1) if {a i } fails an edit, e E H, then a also fails e, 
iLQ 

. 

Proof: 
* 

(ii> if Q is a deletion set for 2, then { ai } fails no edits in H. 
i!fQ 

ci> Observing that the only entering fields of e are contained 

in {Fi 1 i 1 Q}, theresultfollows. 

(ii) Since Q is a deletion set there exMs a consistent record, 

b = (b, ,...,bn), such that bi = ai for itQ. If an 

edit, eeH, fails {a,} , then e dlsOfai& {bi} ,soealsofailsb 
ilQ it!Q 

by (i). This is a contradiction since 1 was assumed consistent. 

n 
Definition: Let 2 = (a, ,...,a,) E ll 

i=l 
Al be a response vector and let H be an arbitrary 

subset of the corn plete set of edits. Let Ha be the set consisting of all edits in H failed 

by a( and denote a typical element of Ha by eh’ Let Q be a subset of { 1 , l l l t n} with 

the property that for each eh EH~ there extits a t EQ such that field Ft enters edit eh. 

We say that the set of fields, Q, is a cover of the failed edit set Ha. 

Exam ple 7: We return (once again) to Exam pie 1 and record 

f3 = (12, Widowed, Spouse) = (1,4,2). 

When considering the corn plete set of derived edits, H = {e l , e 2, e 3 } , we note that 

record c3 faiLs each of these edits, so H, 
-3 

= H. Edit e, has entering fields F, and F2, 

edit e2 has entering fields F2 and F3 and edit e3 has entering fields F, and F3. Xf we 
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let Q = { 1 ,2 ) we see that Q is a cover for H 
r3 

since for each edit either field F, or F2 

enters (or both). 

Example 8: Returning to Example 6, let 

r= (&1,1,1,2,1). 

If we let H = { ei I i-l ,***, 18 } be the corn plete set of edits, we can observe that 

the edit set that fails record r is the set: 

H,= {e,, e4# eg9 e7# e129 el5~ e16p e17} l 

. Note that edit: 

el has entering fields: F2 F3 F5, 

e4 has entering fields: F2 Fe, 

e5 has entering fields: F1 FJ, F5, 

e7 has entering fields: F3 F5 F6, 

el 2 has entering fields: F, F3 F4 F6, 

el 5 has entering fields: F1 F2 F4, 

e, 6 has entering fields: F1 F2 F4 F5, 

e17 has entering fields: F, F2 F3 FJ,. 

IfweletQ = { 1 ,2,3 } we see that each failed edit has at least one of F,, F2 or F3 as 

an entering field. Thus, Q is a cover of Hr. 

Instead of letting H in this exam ple consist of the co m plete set of derived edits, let us 

see what happens if we let H - {e, , e2, e3, e4, es} be the set of explicit edits. 

In this case, the edits failed by fl form the set H, = { e, , e 4, e5 ) . We observe that 

Q= {Vj is a cover of Hr. However, the fields-F, and F2 are certainly not a deletion 
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set for c. For, if we let F3, 4, 5, F F and F6 rem afn as 1 ,1,2 and 1, respectively; no values 

of F, and F2 could co m plete this record to form a co m plete consistent record. 

The contrast between letting H be the set of explicit edits rather than the corn plete set 

of derived edits is crucial. As noted above, when we considered only the explicit edits, 

the set of fields { F, , F2 ) formed a cover of H, but they were not a deletion set for 

"= (2,1,1,1,2,1) 

because the field values r 3' r4* r5' '6 - are not mutually consistent. In contrast, the 

cover Q = { 1 , 2 , 3 } of H, where H is co m plete set of edits e yield a deletion set 

. for r. That is, the values F4, r 5, r 6 are mutually consistent. The result we one 

leading to is as follows: if f is a record and H is the co m plete set of edits, then a cover 

of H,is a deletion set for r. 

Remark: Given a record 2 and a subset, H, of the corn plete set of edits, the task of 

finding a cover for Ha can be simplified considerably by viewing the problem in terms of 

a zero-one matrix. For the record a we will define the failed edit matrix, Ma. The rows 

will be indexed by the edits failed by 2 and the columns will be indexed by aLl 

fields { F i 1 i=l,...,n } . We define the entries of M a by: 

Mate,11 = 

I 

1 if Fienters edit e 

0 otherwise. 

Thus, if H equals the corn plete set of edits from Example 8, and c = (2,1,1,1,2,1), the 

failed edit m atrix M,, is: 

(e,) 

(e$ 

(e,> 

(e,> 

h2) 

%5) 

(el 6) 

(97) 

Fl 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

L 

F3 F4 F5 F6 

- 
0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 
- 
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. 

We seek a family of columns, Q, of this m atrix such that each row has at least one non- 

zero entry in one of the columns in Q. If we let Q = { 1 , 2, 3 } we see that each 

row has at least one “1,’ in the first three colum ns. If we had let Q = { 4,5,6 } the 

same would be true. The columns in Q correspond to fields forming a cover for the set of 

failed edits Ha. 

Remark: It should be clear by now, that it does not suffice to use only the explicit set of 

edits to determine fields to delete on a record and to find a consistent subset of field 

values. On the other hand, it does suffice to use the co m plete set of derived edits. We 

will now elaborate on this theme. 

Definition: We say a subset H of the general derived edit set (denoted in Chapter II by 
n 

M3) is sufficient if for every 2 = (a, ,...,a,) E II every cover of Ha is a deletion 
* i-1 

Al , 

set. 

:: em ark: It is clear that if H is a sufficient edit set and H c L, then L is also sufficient. 

Remark: The crowning result of the Fellegi-Halt paper [ FH] is that the complete set of 

derived edits (denoted by Ml in Chapter II) is a sufficient set of edits. Thus, if 2 = 

(a, ,..., a,> is a record and H is the complete set of edits, a cover for Ha will be a deletion 

set for a. For a proof of this result we refer the interested reader to-[ FH ] . Thus, if Q _ 

is a cover for Ha, then the field values { a i } i eQ form a deletion set and so the field 

values { a i } i L, are consistent. 

Theorem: [ FH 1 The corn plete set of edits is a sufficient set of edits. 

Proposition: Let 5 = (a, ,..., a,) be a record, H an arbitrary subset of the corn plete set of 

edits,andQC {l ,..., n). If Q is a deletion set for 5, then Q is a cover of Ha. 

Proof: Since Q is a deletion set for a, the set of values, { a i } i ti Q , is consistent and 

hence every edit failed by a must have a least one entering field in { Fi 1 1 EQ } . 

Thus, Q is a cover of Ha. 
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Corollary: Let 2 = (a l,...,an) be a record, H be the corn plete set of edits, and 

Q dl ,...,n}. The following are equivalent: 

(‘I taijidQ is a consistent set of field values, 

6) tailiEQ is a deletion set for 2, 

di) taijidQ fails no edits in H, 

(iv> Q is a cover of Ha. 
-- 

Definition: For each field on a questionnaire response record, Fi for i=l,...,n, we can 

- define a field weight, wi for i=l ,...,n, to be a positive real number. If S is a set of fields, 

we can define the weight of S to be: 

WS” 1 
iEs 

wi : 

In particular, if 2 = (al ,..., a,) is an edit failing record, and if Q is a deletion set for 2, we 

define the weight of Q to be 

1 
�QSiEQ wi l 

Rem ark: If Q is a cover of Ha, we say Q is a minim urn cover if Q properly contains no 

other cover of Ha. Since all-weights are assumed positive, every cover of minimum 

weight is also a minimum cover. If we select the weight of each field to be equal to 1, 

the weight of a set of fields is equal to the num ber of elem ents in that set. 

A corn m on and useful way to assign weights is to let them play the role of preference 

factors. In so doing, one gives higher weights to the more reliable fields. Thus, given an 

edit-failing record for which more than one set of fields could serve as a deletion set, 

one selects the set of fields to delete having the minim al total weight. 

In Exam ple 8, we considered the record: 

r= (2,1,1,1,2,1), 

and observed that either Q = {1,2,3} orQ’= {2,3,4 I are deletion sets for c. That is, 
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deletion sets are certainly not unique. By corn puting the weights W Q and W Q' one would 

usually select the deletion set of minim al weight to delete fields on an edit-failing 

record. 

Example 9: If we consider the record 

5 = (72, Widowed, Spouse) 

in Example 1, we see that either Q = { 2} or Q’ = { 3} can serve as a deletion set for this 

edit-failing record. If it were felt that “rn arital statuP were (in general) a more reliable 

field than Velation to head, l1 one might have assigned weights to be: w2 = 3 and w 3 = 2. 

Thus the weight of set Q’ is less than that of Q so one would delete llSpousell from the 
. 

response record. A new value (either “head” or “otheF) would then be imputed at a later 

stage of processing. 

Example 10: The purpose of this example is to show how this process plays out for a 

simple case of continuous edits. Let us return to the explicit edits of Example 3: 

el: -x1 + 2 x2 '0 

e2: x1 - 4 x2 >O 

e3: 
- 2 x2 +x >o 

3 
e4: x2 - x3'0. 

When we add the folio wing two derived edits we obtain the sufficient set of edits: 

e5: - xl 
+ x 

3 
'0 

e6: x1 
- 4x3'0. 

If we consider the record: 

r = (800, 500, 300) 

we obtain the failed edit m atrix 

1; E' 

F2 F3 

11 0 

0 1 ] 1. 
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The field F2 is a cover for the failed edits e, and e4, hence field F2 is a deletion set for 

(800, 500, 300). When we leave the values x1 = 800 and x3 = 300, we find the feasible 

region for x2 is determined by the constraints: 

-800 +2x 
2 

s 0 

800 - 4 x2 I 0 

- 2 x2 + 300 s 0 

x2 
- 300 5 0 . 

Thus, the record (800, x2, 300) will be consistent if and only if 

200 6 x 2 s 300. 
. 

A somewhat more corn plex example follows from the record: 
* 

(500, 300, 1000). 

The failed edit matrix is: 

F1 F2 F3 

el 

e3 

e5 
[ 0 1 1 0 1 1 O- 1 1 I . 

We m ust choose two fields to change, and choosing x2 and x3 and leaving x1 = 500 we 

have that (500, x2, 3 x > is consistent if and only if x2 and x3 satisfy all constraints: 

x2 
S 250 

x2 2 125 

- 2x2 + x 
3 

s 0 

x2 - x3 5 0 

x3 s 500 

x3 2 125 . 

The set of points (x2, x3) for which (500, x2, x3) satisfies all edits el th-ough e6 lies in 

the shaded region of Figure 2. 



500 

. 

125 

Y 
x2-axis 

x3-axis 
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Remark: Note that implied edits do not provide any new information as to whichrecords 

are consistent or inconsistent for co m pletely reported records. That is, a corn pletely 

reported record which passes all explicit edits will also pass all implied edits. If 

how ever, a record contains som e nonresponse, the derived edits m ay be crucial in 

determining if the reported fields are mutually consistent. If we consider the edits in 

Exam ple 1, and the record: 

Age=8 

M arital Status = Missing 

Relation to Head = Spouse, 

. 
we observe that neither explicit edit, e, or e2, is failed. The record does fail implied 

edit e 
* 3’ 

and it is clear that one of the reported fields must be changed. 

What this all says is the following. Given a record 2 which fails some edits (explicit or 

derived), we would like to locate a subset of fields and change only those fields so that 

the revised record becom es consistent. The set of fields that are changed is called the 

deletion set and the fields not changed are (mutually) consistent. As a rule the objective 

is to find a minimum deletion set (and hence, a maximum consistent set). But more 

generally, one assigns weights to each field and attem pts to locate a weighted minim al 

deletion set; that is, subset of variables whose sum of weights is minim al. This problem 

is often referred to as the minim urn (weighted) fields to delete woblem. 

Given a record 2 and the set of failed edits Ha, where H is the co m plete set derived 

edits, one finds a (minim al weighted) deletion set for 2 by finding a (minim al weighted) 

cover for Ha. The problem of finding a minimal weighted cover for Ha is a fairly 

standard integer program ming problem in operations research called the set covering 

problem. We will discuss the set covering problem in the next section and show how it is 

used in finding a minimal weighted set of fields to delete on an edit failing record. For 

a detailed discussion of the minim al weighted fields to delete problem from an operations 

research perspective we refer the reader to [ GKL] and [ LGK] . An alternative to the 

set covering procedures to locate a minim al weighted set of fields to delete on edit- 

failing records is discussed in [ S ] . The methods developed there are based on 

m athem atical program ming procedures. 
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IV. USING A SET COVERING PROCEDURE TO FIND A MINIMAL DELETION SET 

In the proceeding sections, given a sufficient set of edits, H, and an edit failing record, 2, 

we saw that it suffices to find a cover Q of Ha in order to identify a set of fields to alter 

on a in order to create a consistent record. -In order to find the cover of Ha, one in 

effect, m ust solve a set covering problem. In Section A, we give a precise formulation of 

the set covering problem and in Section B we relate it to editing. 

A. The Set Covering Problem 

Definition: Let G = {gi I iel,...,m) be an arbitrary finite set and let 

P = { Pj I j=l,..., n } be a family of subsets of G. Wesay CcPisacoverfor Gif 

G- u P.. 
PjEC J 

If we associate a weight Wj > 0 with each Pj E P, we can define the weight of a cover C 

to be 

wc =p 1 
J Ec wJ’ 

One says that a cover is a minim urn cover if it properly contains no other cover. Note 

that since all weights are positive, a cover of minimum weight is also a minimum cover. 

The Set Covering Problem: Given a set G = {g i 1 i-l,..., m } , a family of subsets of G, 

P = { P j I j=l,...,n } , and a set of positive weight, W = {w i I i=l,...,n } , one seeks to 

find a cover of G by P of minim urn weight. This is known as the set covering problem. 

Example 11: Let G be the set 

G= t 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 1, 

andcondderthesetofsubsetsof G, P- { P 
j 

I j-l,...,6 } 
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where 

Pl =t 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 } 

P2= { 5,6,7,8,9,10 } 

P3=I 1,3,5,7,9 I 

p4 = t 2,4,6,8,10 I 

. 

p6={ 1,2,4 } . 

Using the elements of P, we can find the coverS of G; some are: 

Cl = I p, s p2 1 

C2 =I P3' P4 1 

c3= t p2' p5' p6 1 

c5 = { P,, P3' P4 1 l 

In each case, the union of the sets in a cover equal the entire set G = { g i I i=l,...,lO ) . 

In this example, C5 is not a minimum cover since it contains C2, however all other 

covers listed are minimum. 

Remark: We can form the matrix M whose rows are indexed by the elements of G and 

whose columns are indexed by P, and 

M(i,.j) = 
1 if gic P 

J 

0 otherwise. 
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In the case of Examle 11, the m atrix M is: 

p1 p2 p3 

g1 1 0 1 

g2 1 0 0 

g3 1 0 1 

g4 1 0 0 

g5 1 1 1 

g6 1 1 0 

g7 1 1 1 

g8 0 1 0 

g9 0 1 1 

g10 O 1 0 
* 

P4 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

p5 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

'6 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
A 

In general, the rows in M correspond to elements in G, and colum n j is thought of as 

corresponding to set Pj where gi E P j if the elem ent in the ith row and jth colu m n of 

M isequalto 1. 

By selecting a family of columns such that each row contains at least one non-zero entry 

in one of the specified columns, the set corresponding to the selected columns forms a 

cover for G. For example, by choosing columns P3 and P4 we see that each row has a “1” 

in either column P3 or P4. Thus, { P 
3*P41 

= C 2 is a cover for G. 

Reform ulating the Set Covering Problem : The Set Covering Problem can be form ulated 

as follows. Given: 

(a> aset G = { gi I i=l,...,m } 

(b) a family of subsets of G, P = {P j 1 j=l,...,n } 

cc> a set of positive weights W = {w 
j 

I j=l,...,n ) , 

Minimize w = F 
j%lWJXJ 

Subject to i-l ,...,m , 
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where 
xJ 

E to,l~ J-1 ,...,n , 

and 
1 if gi’ P 

aij= 
J 

0 otherwise. 

A cover of minimum weight is: 

c={ Pj lx 
J 
= 1 for j-1 ,-•, n L 

B. Applying the Set Covering Problem to Find a Minim al Deletion Set: When we apply 

the set covering problem in the context of data editing, we let H be the corn plete set of 

edits,G={ h, ,**-1 hm ’ 
= Ha be the edits failing record 5, Pj the set of edits which 

field Fj enters for j=l,...,n, and- wj the weight of field Fj for j=l,...,n. Thus, the 

corresponding matrix, Ma, has rows indexed by the edits in Ha, columns indexed by the 

fields, and 

1 if field j enter failed edit i 
M,(i,j) = 

0 otherwise. 

If we set up the matrix Ma for the record and edits in Example 8, we get the exact 

matrix on Page 19. 

Since the sets Pj correspond to the set of failed edits which field j enters, if C is a cover 

in the sense above, then 

Har: U 
- P EC 

p☺ l 

j 

Of course, this was our objective all along. To be more explicit, the set of fields, 

Q = t Fj 1 Pj E c for j-l ,---, n I 

is a cover of Ha in the seme of Chapter IL Thus, the set of fields, 

Q = { Fj I Pj E C for j-l ,***, n I 
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is a deletion set for fi = (a, ,...,an), and the set of field values 

I aj 
I Pj I! C for j=l,...,n } 

is consistent. 

Sum m ary: If 2 = (a,,...,a, ) is an edit-failing record and H is the corn plete set of edits 

(for an explicit edit set) to find a minim al (weighted) deletion set for a, we solve the 

following zero-one integer program ming problem. 

. Minimize F 
J-1 

wj ‘j 

* subject to Ma h 1 

where x _ = (x ,,..., x,> is a vector of zeros and ones, 

Ha = { hi I i=l,...,m }, 

f 

1 if field F 
M,(i,j) = j 

enters edit hi 

0 otherwise, and 

w = (w ,,..*, wn) is a vector of positive field weights. 

A minim al weighted deletion set for 2 corresponds to the fields Fj such that Xj = 1. The 

field values aj such that Xj = 0 are mutually consistent and need not be altered. That is, 

we need only change the field values aj for x 
j 

= 1 to obtain a consistent record. 

Remark: To solve the problem above, one, in essence, solves a set covering problem. In 

addition to exact procedures, efficient heuristic techniques that approximate optimal 

solutions can yield acceptable results. In the next two sections we discuss two programs 

that 1 m plem ent the m ethods discussed in this report. 

V. PROGRAMS IMPLEMENTING THE METHODOLOGY DISCUSSED ABOVE 

Several programs are in place at the Census Bureau to implement edit generation 

procedures for explicit edit sets and set covering techniques for edit-failing records. 
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. 

One set of programs handles categorical data and a second set handles continuous data 

under ratio edits. They are both discussed below. 

A. Im plem enting the Set Covering Procedures for Categorical Data 

We have several programs at the Census Bureau to implement the set covering 

procedures discussed earlier for categorical data. These programs are based on software 

developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and this software is discussed in [ L] . The 

first program, call it GENED, generates a sufficient set of implied edits from a user- 

supplied explicit edit set. 

In the Appendix we include the output of GENED when this prop-am was run on Example 

1 and Example 3 above. This program itself is divided into two segments. In the first 

segment, the system prompts the user for the number of fields, field names, number of 

resp:nses for each field, and the possible response options. The program then “feeds 

back” to the user this information to be verified or changed. This segm ent of the 

program is illustrated on page Al of the Appendix for Example 1. Next the user is 

requested to supply the explicit edit set. For the edits in Exam pie 1, the user supplied 

edits are shown on page A2 of the Appendix. The program then generates the implied 

edits, and these are shown on page A3 of the Appendix. 

The program GE NED terminates and the implied edits are stored in a file. These im plied 

edits can now be read into a second program to edit individual data records. If the 

purpose of running GENED at this stage was not to immediately edit records but rather 

to analyze the user-supplied explicit edits, the derived edits are available to do so. 

Th-ough an examination of the logical im plications of the explicit edit set (conveyed by 

the implied edits), a user m ay wish to modify the original explicit edits. Even if a user 

does not wish to edit records using the set covering approach, the inform ation povided 

by the implied edits can be quite valuable in evaluating an explicit edit set and its logical 

implications. 

The GENE D program was also run on the explicit edit set from Example 2, and the output 

is contained in pages A6 though A9 of the Appendix. The implied edits are listed on 

pages A8 and A9 and they can be easily compared to the implied editslisted in Example 3 

on page 8; in fact, this Fogram was the source of these edits. 

The second program we have available, called E DR ECS, edits records using the implied 

edits generated earlier. The program first prompts the user to fwnish a weight for each 
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field so that the program can select a minim al weighted set of fields to delete for each 

edit-failing record. On page A4 of the Appendix we include the output of running records 

rl, 2, c3 from Example 1. The weights were selected to be equal to 1. One sees the 

input record tin coded form), the list of fields to change, and the weight (or cost) of the 

minimal deletion set. Since all the weights were selected to be 1, the cast of the 

solution is the number of elements in the deletion set. On pages A10 and All of the 

Appendix, we show the output from running severalrecords based on Example 2. After a 

corn plete f7batch” of records is processed through this system, the program displays the 

frequency with which each edit failed. On page A5 we display this frequency count for 

the records from Example 1 and on page Al2 we show the results for the records from 

Exam ple 2. This inform ation is potentially quite useful in an analysis of the im pact of 

the edits on the data processed. In addition, this information may indicate edits that 

nee,d revision. 

B. Im plem enting the Fellegi-Holt Procedures for Linear Inequality Edits from Ratio 

C onstraints 

Linear inequality edits as discussed in Chapter II, Section C can arise from ratio edits, 

namely the requirement that the ratio of two fields lie between two specified bounds. 

That is, a ratio edit between fields Fh and F k is the requirement that 

Lhk ’ 
‘h/ 

‘k 
’ ‘hk 

where L 
hk 

and Uhk are constants. Each ratio edit gives rise to two linear inequality 

edit3 

e,: - xh + Lhkxk ‘0 

e2: xh - Uhkxk > 0. 

Given two ratio edits: 

Lhk 4 Xh/Xk s Uhk 
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L 
kp 

I Xk/X 4 u 
P kp’ 

we can derive the im plied edit: 

L 
hkLkp 

s Xh/X s u 
P hkUkp’ 

Given a family of connected explicit ratio edits: 

L 
hk 

i x /x 
h k ‘Uhk ’ 

we can easily obtain all maxim al essentially new implied edits and their num ber is quite - 

manageable, namily n(n-1) where n is the number of fields. We then have a sufficient 

edit set and can proceed to edit records using the set covering approach. The set 

covering problem that arises has a particularily simple structure since each edit has 

exa$ly two entering fields. Special set covering procedures can be used in this setting 

and they are discussed in [ GR] . In fact, the SP EE R System (Structwed Program for 

Economic Editing and Referrals) developed at the Census Bureau has a set covering 

procedure as its foundation. 

The primary purpose of SPEER is to provide an edit andimputationsystem for economic 

data under ratio edits. The system is divided into thee m ajar segments: (1) edit 

generation, (2) error localization (determining a weighted minimal set of fields to delete 

on edit-failing records), and (3) imputation subroutines. The first two segments woceed 

as discussed in earlier sections. The imputation subroutines consist of a family of 

structured modules in which subject-matter specialists insert survey-specific imputation 

rules. Within the 1 m putation segm ent of this system , we sequentially im pute one field at 

a time. As we do this, the system explicitly generates the one-dimensional feasible 

region for each field being imputed to ensure that each imputation is consistent with all 

other fields on the record. Thus, the imputation subroutines sequentially generate a 

family of m utually consistent field values. 

This program has been sucessfully used to process six portions of the 1982 Economic 

Censuses. For a further discussion of SPEER, we refer thereader to [ GS] . 
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APPENDIX 

Here we include sample output produced by the programs discussed in the text for the 

implementation of the set covering procedures for automated editing of categorical 

data. The contents of this Appendix are discussed in Section A of Chapter V. 
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edit mmber 

edit t 1 l ae 
o-14 

entering f iclds 

marital status 
married 
divorced 
widowed 
sevaratcd 

edit 8 2 mari t*l stat- rrl to head 
single 
divorced 
ni doued 

spouse 

edit t 3 WQ rel to head 
o-14 mouse 

A3 

the execution hks been completed 



**at THE WEIGHTS IN FIELD ORDER ARE *** 

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

enter reswnse codes as 
after last record enter 
with first entrv : -10 

for record 0 1 

THE INPUT RECORD IS: 

2 4 1 

l vector of intemrs 
a vector of integers 

THE INPUT RECORD IS PASSING 

for record t 2 

THE INPUT REmD IS: 

2 4 2 

THE FIELBS TO BE CHANGED ARE: 

3 

THE WEIGHT OF THE SOLUTION IS: 1.0000 

for record a 3 

THE INPUT RECORD IS: 

142 

THE FIELBS TO BE CHANGED ARE: 

31 

THE WEIGHT OF THE SOLUTION IS: 2.0000 

A4 



edit a 

t 
3 

0 of tines involved in failure 

; 
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A5 



field t 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 field e 

6 field f 

field name 

field l 

field b 

field c 

field d 

code code value 

1 res al 
2 rcs a2 

i 
res bl 
res b2 

3 PCS b3 

1 res cl 
2 res c2 

; 
res dl 
I-ES d2 

z 
res d3 
rcs d4 

i 
tes l l 
res e2 

3 res e3 

1 res fl 

: 
res f2 
res f3 

4 res f4 

A6 

.--.. --~ ..-... .-... .- .-~ 



edit ntmber 

edit a 1 

edit a 2 

dit a 3 

edit a 4 

edit a 5 

entering fields 

field b 

FE: E 

field l 

res a2 

field c 
res cl 

field t 
res c2 

field a 
ru al 

field b 
res b2 
res b3 

field b field f 
res bl res fl 
res b3 res f2 

field a field d 
res a2 res dl 

the l xecut ion has been comoleted 

field e 
res cl 
res e2 

field d 
t-es d2 
res d3 
res d4 

field l 
res e2 
res e3 

A7 



.- 

edit number 

edit a 1 

edit a 2 

edit a 3 

edit a 4 

edit a 5 

edit a 6 

edit a 7 

edit a 6 

edit a 9 

edit al0 

edit ail 

edit al2 

edit al3 

edit a14 

edit 815 

edit 816 

edit 817 

entering fields 

field b 
res bl 
res b2 

field a 
res a2 

field a 
res al 

field b 
res bl 
res b3 

field l 
res a2 

field b 
tes b2 
res b3 

field c 
res cl 

field b 
res b2 

field b 
res b3 

field a 
rcs al 

field a 
res al 

field a 
res a2 

field l 

t-es a2 

field a 
res a2 

field l 

res a2 

field a 
tes a2 

field a 
res a2 

field c 
tes cl 

field l 

res cl 
res e2 

A8 

field c 
tes c2 

field d 
res dl 
res d2 

field b field d 
tes d2 
res d3 
res d4 

res b2 
res b3 

field f 
res fl 
res f2 

field d 
res dl 

field l 
tes e2 

res e3 

field d 
tes d2 

field c 
tes c2 

field f 
res 13 
rcs f4 

field l 
tes 01 
rcs l 2 

field f 
res fl 
res f2 

field d 
res d2 

field l 
res cl 
res e2 

field f 
res f3 
res f4 

field c 
res c2 

field d 
res d2 

field c 
res cl 

field d field e 
res l l 
res e2 

res d2 
res d3 
res d4 

field d 
res d2 

Ef 2 

field f 
res fl 
res f2 

field c 
res cl 

field d 
res dl 

field f 
res fl 
res f2 

field e 
t-es el 
res e2 

field f 

Ffzi :t 

field b field d 

field b 

FE 2 

field b 
res bl 

field b 
res bl 

res dl 
res d2 

field d 
tes dl 

field d 
res dl 

field d 
res dl 
res d2 

field e 
res el 

field c 
res cl 

res e2 

field b 
res bl 

field d 
res dl 



edit 118 field a 
res 82 

tes b2 

field b 
tes bl 
res b3 

field c 
res c2 

the execution has been comoleted 

field d 
res dl 
tes d2 A9 



*H THE UEIGHTS IN FIELD ORDER ARE *** 

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

A10 

enter reswnse codes es a vector of inteaers 
after last record enter l vector of integers 
with first entrv = -10 

for 

THE 

2 

THE 

5 

THE 

for 

THE 

1 

THE 

4 

THE 

1~20~4 a 1 

INPUT RECORD IS: 

11121 

FIELDS TO BE CHANGED ARE: 

6 2 

WEIGHT OF THE SOLUTION IS: 3.0000 

record a 2 

INPUT' RECORD IS: 

2 2 2 1 2 

FIELDS TO BE CHANGED ARE: 

WEIGHT OF THE SOLUTION IS: 1.0000 

for record t 3 

THE INPUT RECORD IS: 

132411 

THE FIELDS TO BE CHANGED ARE: 

6 2 

THE MIGHT OF THE SOLUTION IS: 2.0000 

for record 1) 4 

THE INPUT REMRD IS: 

231334 

THE INPUT RECORD IS PASSING 

for record 1) 5 

THE INPUT RECORD IS: 

122111 

THE INPUT RECORD IS PASSING 

for record (I 6 



_- 

THE INPUT RECDRO IS: 

111111 

THE FIELDS TO BE CHANGED ARE: 

6 2 

THE NIXWiT OF THE SOLUTION IS: 2.0000 

for record t 7 

THE INPUT RECORD IS: 

222222 

THE INPUT RECURD IS PASSING 

for record t 8 

ME INPUT RECORD IS: 

132434 

THE FIELDS TD BE CHANGED ARE: 

4 

THE HEIGHT OF THE SOLUTION IS: 1.0000 

All 




